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Abstract: Compiler optimizer is a compiler that uses efficient algorithm in order to minimize some 

attributes of an executable computer Program. The Compiler optimisation basically refers to program 

optimisation to achieve efficiency in performance in execution. The paper basically expresses the types of 

optimisation, Factors affecting optimisation techniques how compiler optimises code and also it throws light on 

problems with optimisation 

 

1. Introduction 

An optimizing Compiler is a compiler that tries to minimize or maximize some attributes of an 

executable computer program in order to increase the efficiency of the code and it runs in an efficient manner. 

The most common requirement of any industry or code is to minimize the time taken to execute a program or  to 

minimize the amount of memory occupied by the code chunk. The code optimisation is the real cause which has 

led to the growth of portable computers which has created a great boom in the ,market.The implementation of 

compiler optimisation generally lies behind the fact that it uses sequence of optimizing transformations, 

algorithm which generally takes  Compiler optimization is generally implemented using a sequence 

of optimizing transformations, algorithms which take a program and transform it to produce a semantically 

equivalent output program that uses fewer resources. 

 

2. Types of optimisation 

• Peephole Optimization: This code optimisation is performed late in the compilation after the machine 

code has been generated. This code optimisation examines a few adjacency instructions and checks 

whether they can be replaced by a single instruction or a shorter sequence of instruction. 

• Local Optimisation: The code optimisation only considers information  local to a basic block, Since 

these basic blocks have no control flow and these optimisation need very less analysis. 

• Global Optimisation: These are called “Intraprocedural methods” and acts on whole function. This 

also helps in giving more information to work with but it often makes expensive computations 

necessary. 

• Loop Optimisation: This code optimisation is done when the program executions lands up in various 

loops such as for loops, optimizing loops have a significant impact because many programs spend a 

large percentage of their time. 

• Machine code optimisation: This code optimisation analyses the task images of the program after all 

of an execution machine code has been linked. This code involves macro compression.  
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3. Factors Affecting Optimization 

• Machine itself:  

The type of the optimisation to be done on the program solely depends on the characteristics of the 

target machine. It becomes really important to parameterize some of the machine dependent factors so 

that a single piece of compiler code can used efficiently to optimize different machines just by altering 

the machine description parameter. 

• Architecture of CPU:  

The optimisation increase as the no. of registers increases. Local variables can be allocated in the 

register and not on the stack. The temporary variables can be left in registers without writing to and 

reading back from memory. 

• Pipelines: A pipeline can be defined as the CPU broken up into assembly line , It allows use of the 

parts of the CPU for the different instructions 

• Number of Functional units: As we have seen some CPU’S have ALU and FPU, which allows to 

execute multiple instructions simultaneously , there may be restrictions on which instructions can pair 

with which other instruction can pair up. 

 

4. Architecture of the machine 

Cache Size: size (256-KiB-12-MiB) and type (direct mapped,2-/4-/8-/16- way associative ,fully associative) , 

some of the techniques such as inline expansion and loop unrolling may increase the size of the generated code 

and reduce code quality. 

5. Techniques used in code Optimisation in compiler design 

5.1 Loop Optimisation 

• Induction Variable analysis: this optimisation is done in following manner that if a variable is in a 

loop is a simple linear function of the index ,  it can be changed or updated appropriately each time the 

loop variable is changed.   

• Loop Fission: Loop fission is a code optimisation attempts to break a loop into multiple loops over the 

same index. This technique can always improve locality of reference . 

• Loop Fusion: This technique of code optimisation attempts to reduce loop overhead. Whenever the 

two loops iterate the same number of times, their bodies can be combined as long as they make no 

reference to each other’s data. 

• Loop Inversion: This technique of code optimisation changes a standard while loop into a do/while 

loop which are wrapped in if conditional, reducing the number of jumps by two when the loops are 

executed.  

5.2 Data Flow Optimization  

This technique is based on Data Flow analysis. 

• Common sub expression elimination: common sub expression refers to the duplicate expressions. 

Compiler calculates the value of the expression only once. 

• Constant Folding and expression: This technique of code optimisation replacing expressions 

consisting of constants with their final value at compiler time, rather than doing the calculation in run 

time. 

• Dead store elimination: This technique involves assignment to variables that are not subsequently 

read because the lifetime of the variables ends. 
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5.3 Code Generator Optimization 

• Register Allocation:  In this type of code optimisation the most frequently used variable should be 

kept in processor registers for fastest access. This helps in finding which variables to put in registers an 

interference –graph is created. 

• Instruction Selection: This type of code optimisation the job is to do a good job overall of choosing 

which instructions to implement which operators in the low level intermediate representation with in it.  

• Rematerialization: Rematerialization technique recalculates a value instead of loading into the 

memory, preventing a memory access. 

5.4 Functional Language Optimisation 

• Removing recursion: Recursion is when a function calls a function call consumes stack space and 

involves some overhead related to parameters passing and flushing the instruction cache. 

• Deforestation (data structure fusion): The high level nature by which data structures are specified in 

functional languages such as Haskell,through this technique we can combine several recursive 

functions which produce and consumes some temporary data structure  

 

6. Problem with compiler 

Compilers have been made more efficient from time to time, many new code optimisation techniques are being 

used to make it even more efficient. But there are some issues which are being noticed from time to time in 

improving its efficiency. 

• It has been observed that optimizing compilers focus on shallow constant-factor performance 

improvement and which does not improve the algorithm complexity of a solution. 

• Compilers generally have to go through conflicting hurdles such as has to reduce cost computation, 

compilation speed, compilation speed, and quality of code  

• Since compiler deals with the program at a particular time which results that it becomes unable to 

consider contextual information that can be obtained by processing other files. 

• The whole code optimisation is very time consuming as it consumes time in going through each and 

every program code. 

• Sometimes the compiler has to go through complex interaction between optimization phases which 

makes it difficult to analyse the optimal sequence in which to execute the program to yield efficient 

results. 

 

6.1 Advantages of code optimisation 

• It optimises the code and executes it each part of the program and then runs the program efficiently. 

• Code optimisation improves executing the loops in the program efficiently. 

• Pipelining can be well implemented with the help of code optimisation techniques. 

 

7. Conclusion 

As the computer masters are trying their best to improve the efficiency of executing a program, as the processor 

performance continues itself to improve at a rapid place, while memory bandwidth more slowly, optimisation 

that reduces memory bandwidth requirement will become more useful. 
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